Abstract.
Introduction
Given any polynomial p of degree < n and n distinct numbers Xx, X2, ... , x" , the classical Lagrange interpolation formula is (1) l(x) P(x) = EP^){x_Xk)p{Xky where l(x) = Yl"=l(x -Xj). Multiplying both members of (1) by a weight function w(x) and integrating, we obtain the quadrature formula 
I w(x)
., (x-xk)l'(xk) In order to obtain a quadrature formula valid for all polynomials of degree < 2« , we consider the Hermite interpolation formula (3) P{x) = YiiP{xk)lkt0(x)+p'ixk)lktiix)) , If we take, in particular, the «th orthogonal polynomial l(x) = Qn(x) associated with the weight function w(x), then [6] we have Àk>x =0 and Akto=Xk, 1 < k < n. Therefore, the quadrature formula (2) is valid for all polynomials of degree <2n . Moreover, the zeros of Qn(x) are the only points having this property.
The Jacobi polynomial of degree n, Q"(x) = Pna'^\x), is, with w(x) = (1 -x)a(l +x)ß , an important special case . For the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind of degree n , Tn(x) = 22(2?,)2 Pn~l/2'~i/2)(x) = cos (n arceosx) , we get the Gauss-Jacobi type formula This formula has been extended to entire functions. Let Ba be the class of entire functions of exponential type o, bounded on the real axis. If / e 7?2T satisfies fix) = O i\x\~8) , Ô > 1, then [1] ,6, f#l^ïË/(o),
This latter is in fact valid under weaker integrability conditions [2] . Here the nodes (2/c -1)7t/(2t) , the zeros of costz , are related to those of formula (5) by pM/2,-l/2)(cos(Tz/n)) hm sjn-rrr^-'-^ = cos xz. where Jaiz) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order a. Thus, the nodes in (6) are the zeros of 7_i/2(tz)/ (tz)~1/2 ; it appears natural to generalize (6) using as nodes the zeros of 7q(tz)/ (tz)q .
For the various properties of Bessel functions used in this paper, we refer the reader to [7] .
Statement of the results
The function ixzf f-£ ' 2"+2kk\Tik + a+l)
is an even entire function of exponential type t . Let jk = jkia), k = ±1, ±2, ... , be the zeros of Jaiz)/za ordered such that j_k = -jk and 0 < \jx\ < \J2\ < ... . We are now ready to state our main result. Theorem 1. Let 9?(a) > -1. For all f £ B2x such that fix) = O (|x|_<5) , x -* ±oe, with Ô > 25R(a) + 2, we have
The particular case a = -1/2 leads us to formula (6) . Indeed, we have '] = \ßcosxz and where /(x) = O (|x|_<5) , x -» ±oo, <5 > 1. Up to a translation, this formula is equivalent to (6) . By considering a function of the form we obtain the following corollary of Theorem 1. 
Note that the case I = m of ( 12) will be used in the proof of Theorem 1. So, we shall need an independent proof (see Lemma 4) .
When a = 1 ¡2, in Corollary 2, we readily obtain the orthogonality property which is valid for all / e 7?2T • The nodes xk in ( 14) are completely characterized by an extremal problem: they are the roots of the function sin tx , which minimizes the integral over a certain subclass of Bx. The following theorem is the corresponding ( a = -1/2 ) uniqueness result for quadrature formulas of the form
Observe that if a is not real then the uniqueness does not hold. The formula (8), when a is replaced by ä, is still valid for the same class of functions. To see this we need only to replace f(z) by /(z) and to observe that A (a) = jk (a). Therefore, we assume that the sequence xk, -co < k < oo, in (15), is a sequence of distinct real numbers without an accumulation point in M. We assume also that one of the nodes is a zero of /q(tz) . We associate, with every quadrature formula of the form (15) and every zero jm of /a(z) (which has only real zeros for a > -1 ), a class of entire functions co with the following properties:
Here the nodes xk , -co < k < co, have been ordered such that xm = jm/x. We call every such function co a nodal function. 
Auxiliary results
For every entire function of exponential type satisfying certain conditions at infinity, we have the classical sampling theorem, namely (.6, fn.ti-vrfflgjL.
k=-oo
Integrating formally both members of (16), we obtain formula (10) but only for f £ BT. In order to prove a result valid for f £ B2X, we use an extension, to entire functions of exponential type, of formula (3). This extension (see Lemma 3, below) is a generalization and a refinement of (16). From now on we may suppose x = 1 . We need first a technical result. Now we prove (32). We need to distinguish two cases according as jk is real or not. When jk is not real, we consider the contour T defined in the proof of (31). Only one zero, jk or -jk , is inside T. Thus, by the residue theorem, since (38) J'a(z) /_0(z) -J'_a(z) Ja(z) = ^H^ .
7TZ
The integrals along Ce and Cr tend to zero, as e -> 0 and 7? -> co ; the argument is analogous to the one used to obtain (36) and (37). Hence, using a decomposition of the form (34), we get
which readily gives us (32). 
Jr¡ (z + JkY
It follows that
Similarly, In other words, the family {q>m : m = ± 1, ±2, ... } is orthonormal on [0, co) with weight function x2a+1 .
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